
Inspera Remote Exam 

is an add-on to Inspera, an online examination solution, 

that secures the remote examination process. 

Using a number of innovative functionalities and artificial 

intelligence mechanisms, Inspera Remote Exam ensures 

the integrity, credibility and security of each type of exam 

conducted remotely.
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Conduct safe and reliable remote exams 
as a real alternative to stationary exams

A consistent e-examination process, 
whether on or off campus

Safe archiving of the exam recordings 
with easy access for verification
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Benefits

Change any device into a secure 
workstation, preventing access 
to unauthorized programs and resources

Save time needed for monitoring 
by viewing only suspicious events

Ensure the continuity of the examination 
process also in the event of loss 
of internet access

Take exams on your own device 
and at home

Standardized and consistent 
remote examination process 
for all classes

Works even when internet 
connection is lost

University Administration Students

Functionality

Identity verification with a built-in mechanism checking 
the student's identity throughout the entire exam

Video and audio recordings of each test-taker’s webcam 
and screen, which provides extensive evidence 
and allows to verify any suspicious behavior

Automatic marking of suspicious events such as the 
appearance or disappearance of a face other than the 
student taking the exam in the frame or recorded noise

A mechanism verifying the proper functioning 
of system audio (speakers, microphone), video (camera) 
and desktop recording components

Browser that blocks student access to unauthorized 
programs and resources

Integrity checking with certificates and binary code 
validation to prevent unauthorized tampering 
with the software

Offline mode: continuous work & monitoring despite
the temporary loss of internet connectivity

Breaking the exam into parts to safely conduct longer 
exams and properly plan breaks

User
interface

New,
modern
web and mobile
interface

SCHEDULE A DEMO 
At your university or through a video call.
Contact us! 


